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A. A model for the amount of lead (measured in µg, micrograms) in the blood (x) and tissues (y)
of a person in a certain environment with lead is

−15x+ 4y = −18000

3x− 12y = 0.

1. Row-reduce this by adding and subtracting multiples of one equation from the other to get
the form

x = k1

y = k2.

What are k1 and k2?

What is the meaning of your solution in plain precise language about lead and the body?

2. What happens if we instead had the system

−15x+ 4y = −18000

45x− 12y = 0?

Can you explain what is going on graphically in the xy space?

3. A more refined model involves also the amount of lead in the bones, z, (also in µg).

−15x+ 4y + 0.01z = −18000

3x− 12y = 0

x − 0.01z = 0.

Can you see a clever way to reduce this system in 3 variables to an equivalent system in two
variables? [Hint: Which variable might be easiest to substitute away?]

4. A lousy doctor forgets one equation so has to work with the model

3x− 12y = 0

x − 0.01z = 0
.

What is the solution to this system? What does it mean medically?

Next time, we will learn techniques and algorithms for solving systems of linear
equations in three variables without cleverly reducing to an equivalent system in three
variables. This method will work even for systems of linear equations in any number
of variables.



Mathematical Language: Proofs and Logic

B. Consider the Axiom of Parental Support : If you get a “B” or better in this course, your parents
will buy you a new car. Let us accept this as true (your experience notwithstanding), and take the
following definitions:

Definition: An “A” student never gets a grade lower than “A−” in a given semester.

Definition: A “B” student gets at most one grade lower than a “B” in a given semester.

Definition: A “C” student gets no grade higher than “C” in a given semester.

1. Given the preceding, prove the following Theorem: If I am an “A” student, I will get a new
car from my parents at the end of the semester.

2. The following are not theorems. Give counter-examples.

(i) Non-Theorem: If I am a “B” student, I will get a new car from my parents at the end
of the semester.

(ii) Non-Theorem: If I am a “C” student, I will not get a new car from my parents at the
end of the semester.

C. Next, let’s look at definition and proof in a linear algebra context. Let S be the linear system

ax+ by = 0

cx+ dy = 0,

where a, b, c, and d and constants and a 6= 0.

Definition: Let δ(S) = ad− bc.
Prove the following Theorem: If δ(S) = 0, then one of the equations in S is a multiple of the

other.

D. For this problem, we define a linear function to be a function

f : R→ R

for which f(t) = mt for some constant m. Using only this definition, prove that for any linear
function and any real constant k, f(kx+ y) = kf(x) + f(y).


